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Digital Humanities in bibliographic databases
What do you find in bibliographic databases when you search for "digital humanities" or "humanities computing" or "digital humaniora" in title/abstract/keywords?

Articles in journals highlighted by DH organizations
How does the database search result compare to a review of Swedish research in journals highlighted by the Digital Humanities organisations ADHO, EADH and DHN?

- Computers and the Humanities ; Language Resources and Evaluation
- Digital Humanities Quarterly
- Digital Studies /le champ numérique
- Human IT
- Journal of the Text Encoding Initiative
- Literary and Linguistic Computing ; Digital Scholarship in the Humanities

Distribution per database
Search Terms and Swedish Affiliation

Distribution per journal for the 181 articles by authors with Swedish affiliation out of a total of 2658 articles in the highlighted journals

Of the 181, 9 were also retrieved in the database search

The references related to Swedish research are published in a public Zotero group
https://www.zotero.org/groups/digital_humanities_in_swedish_research_dhn_2016

For additional information, please contact Anna Svensson
anna.svensson@ub.gu.se
Website: www.ub.gu.se